The effect of program implementation quality on handwashing (and other) behavior
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The Millennium Development Goals increased motivation to scale-up health interventions. (Sachs 2004)

Many health interventions have been shown to be efficacious and cost effective (e.g. breastfeeding, insecticide treated materials, vaccines, vitamin A, water and sanitation). (Bryce et al. 2005, Jha et al. 2002, Victora et al. 2004)

Many barriers to scale-up exist. (Mangham & Hanson, 2010, Subramanian et al. 2011, Tangcharoensathien & Patcharanarumol 2010, Gilson & Schneider 2010)

There has been a call for empirical evidence to support scale-up strategies. (Subramanian et al. 2011)
A large body of evidence demonstrates the efficacy of water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) interventions. (Fewtrell et al. 2005)

There have been few rigorous evaluations of large-scale WASH interventions in such settings. (Mangham & Kanson 2010, Bartram & Cairncross 2010)

In the WASH sector, many questions remain about how best to deliver interventions at scale. (Cairncross et al. 2010)

Population health impacts of scaled interventions depend on:
  - Design of the intervention
  - Implementation of the intervention
SHEWA-B
The Sanitation Hygiene Education and Water Supply in Bangladesh Program

- Implemented by UNICEF and the Government of Bangladesh from 2007-2012
- Targeted 20.4 million beneficiaries in 19 of 64 districts
- Aimed to promote hygiene practices and reduce hygiene-related diseases among the poorest in rural Bangladesh
- Implemented by local Community Hygiene Promoters (CHPs)

Figure: SHEWA-B intervention areas
Motivation for this study

- Interim evaluation of SHEWA-B in 2009 using matched control areas (Huda et al. 2012)
  - Minimal improvement in health behaviors, such as handwashing
  - No improvement in the prevalence of child diarrhea and respiratory illness

- Poor results could reflect either poor design or implementation of the intervention or both

- **Our objective:** estimate the effect of SHEWA-B implementation quality on health behaviors in a large sample of intervention villages across rural Bangladesh
Methods

Study design

- Cross-sectional survey of intervention households (June 2011-April 2012)
- Rapid observation of health practices (e.g., observed hand cleanliness)
- Questions about interactions with CHPs (e.g., recall of CHP house visits)
- Survey of CHPs
- In-depth interviews and focus groups with SHEWA-B recipients, CHPs, and communities
Methods
Design of Index of Implementation Quality

- Metrics to measure implementation quality were not defined prior to the study.

- Used the Delphi Method to gather structured feedback from UNICEF (Linstone et al., 1975)

- Constructed a 100-point index using 12 variables from the cross-sectional survey and one variable from the CHP survey
Distribution of implementation quality index

Most households' implementation quality index values were below 42 (the 75th percentile)
Methods

Observed and hypothetical percentages of respondents with selected outcomes at different index values

- **Respondents ever met a CHP**
  - 0% at 0
  - 74% at 42
  - 100% at 100

- **Respondents attended a community event**
  - 0% at 0
  - 44% at 42
  - 100% at 100

- **Respondent knew CHP’s name**
  - 0% at 0
  - 48% at 42
  - 100% at 100

- **CHP knew all key messages of SHEWA-B**
  - 0% at 0
  - 53% at 42
  - 100% at 100
Population intervention model parameter
A technique arising from the causal inference literature

- The causal inference literature has proposed parameters that are interesting alternatives to traditional regression-based parameters, even when the goal is not causal inference.
  - e.g., marginal structural models (Robins, 1998)

- Many of these parameters define counterfactuals under the potential outcomes framework defined by Neyman and Rubin. (Holland, 1986)

- The population intervention model is one such parameter which measures changes in health attributable to either the removal or enhancement of an exposure in a counterfactual scenario. (Hubbard & van der Laan 2008)
  - e.g., the counterfactual of interest could be a scenario in which SHEWA-B was implemented perfectly
Methods

Population intervention model parameter (Hubbard & van der Laan 2008)

1. Estimate probability of outcomes under observed level of implementation quality

2. Estimate probability of outcomes under a counterfactual scenario estimated from a model in which all clusters with implementation quality below the 75th percentile of the index were raised to that standard

3. Average the probabilities under both scenarios and subtract the means

---

**Observed distribution of implementation quality**

**Counterfactual distribution of implementation quality**
Methods
Statistical Model

- Models run using data aggregated to the cluster level (n=1,160)

- Used a generalized linear model to estimate the association between implementation quality and each outcome

- Adjusted for potential confounders: sub-district poverty level, geographic features, season of data collection

- Used non-parametric bootstrap with 1,000 replicates to estimate 95% confidence intervals and standard errors
Results

▶ 33,027 households in 1,160 village clusters consented to participate (response rate=99%)
▶ 1,164 CHPs consented to be interviewed (response rate=96%)
▶ Focus groups and in-depth interviews with over 58 SHEWA-B recipients, 40 community members (e.g. teachers, local leaders), and 6 CHPs
Results

Increasing implementation quality resulted in small increases in the probability of each outcome.
Results

Difference in probability of outcomes under observed implementation quality level and under counterfactual scenario

*Statistically significant difference
Results

Even when restricting the analysis to those who had been visited by a CHP, outcomes were only marginally better.
Qualitative findings
Possible reasons for sub-optimal implementation and minimal effect of implementation quality

- **Low CHP knowledge**: under half (47%) of CHPs surveyed could recall all three general key messages of SHEWA-B.

- **Low and irregularly disbursed stipends**: one CHP said, “We receive only 98 taka [approximately 1.27 USD] per day which is less than half of a daily laborer’s payment. If I were not unemployed, I would not do this job at all.”

- **Lack of hardware provision**: One CHP said, “A big NGO is providing free latrines to its beneficiaries, but we do not have provisions to distribute any hardware support like them. Do you think people will listen to us if we do not give them anything except words?”
Conclusions

▶ We found that, on average, this large-scale WASH intervention was delivered sub-optimally, highlighting the difficulty of implementing large-scale interventions.

▶ Improved CHP training and management may have led to better SHEWA-B implementation.

▶ Strong leadership and management are crucial for successful implementation at scale, and such factors could be explored further. (Mangham & Hanson 2010)

▶ Our findings contribute to the growing empirical evidence base describing best practices for and barriers to delivering interventions at scale.
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